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Scheller House may have a home
By Jacquie McCrossin
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Tetanal
Politics as usual at conventions
For the last three weeks, voters
have witnessed the two biggest
political bashes in the last four
years. The
Democrat and
Republican national conventions concentrated more
about how many balloons it
took to fill a convention hall
than setting policy and laying
out a platform detailing the
party’s agenda.
We saw more of a soap
opera filled with choreographed scenes and tear jerking moments than any declarations or guidance.
Where else will we see a
presidential nominee’s wife
interact with the audience
with Oprah-like flair at the
San
Diego
Republican
National Convention? But,
when you’re down on the
polls lacking women votes, a
candidate will use any tactic to get
them.
If the Republicans really wanted
to talk about the issues, why was
Coy. Pete Wilson (R-(A) banned

from the podium to talk about
abortion in his own state?
At the other side of the country
at the the Democratic National

Reagan’s press secretary until he
was severely injured during an
assassination attempt, in an
attempt to solicit the sympathy
vote as he came to the podium in the wheelchair he now
uses.
As the sun sets into the
horizon, who do we vote for?
Do we vote for the most entertaining master of ceremony?
Do we vote for the candidate
with the best balloons? Do we
vote for the best speech?
No, we want to vote for the
best solution for gun control,
abortion and affirmative
action. We need a leader, not
an emcee.
If we needed that, we could
have voted for Howdy Doody.

We saw more of a
soap opera klIggi
with choreographed scenes
and tearierking
moments than any
declarations or
guidance.
Convention in Chicago, what does
the moderateliresident do to sway
more of the Reagan Democrat"
vote? He brings in Jim Brady, who
served as former president Ronald

Tobacco industry should be banned

Friend’s revelation changes perspective

Smoking not a Constitutional right

Pry Christine Ann Bacas

by Ivan F. Beigman

Agroup of people at e sitting at a largetable in a smoke-filled r until. They are
discussing how declining morals are
(lest:, wing Ant:: ican morality.
What’s wrong with this picture?
What’s WI ong is that these people are doing
111114h worse things than Calvin Klein displaying
images of 14 -year -old boys without their shirts
on. I lie activity they are engaged in is far more
(lestn iii live to humanity than anything displayell iii Penthouse or Playboy. They are smok-

ing.
1 het l.’s iiii anti -smoking ad today that goes
something like this, "Sure smokers have the
light to sninke, but everyone has the right to
Iii eathe."
I agree with the sec mid hall of this stint-m(1u 1 he first part, "Smokeis have the right to
smoke," is what hi ,then s me. Who said that
sincckets have the light to smoke? Why should
I lics have the right to smoke%
Iii a 19148 report, the surgeon geneial
clec laird nit rank to Iw an addic five di ug c m iii. ANC 10 0111(1 .1/1(11( live SIIIWIall( t’S 111 11S :11)111IV Ili India( e dependent e. ’Flit report also
called the monetary and human «ists far
gr eat« than those ant ibutable to cocaine, alcolicil or heroin.
If the sturgeon general says that smoking is
wcit se than even heroin. why doesn’t the Rover infield ban tobac tic plight( Is? ’lite "monetar s I 0%th" mentioned above int lude c osts to
0111 111’.111111( ale system. whir it will go bankrupt

within a few years if something is not done to
cut costs.
You don’t believe cigarettes cause enough
problems to affect the health industry? Look at
the statistics for just lung cancer:
The
American Cancer Society estimated that in
1988, smoking would account for 83 percent of
the 139,000 deaths from lung cancer, which is
seven times as likely to strike a smoker as a nonsmoker.
Treatment of 115,370 patients costs money.
The worst part of it is that they do it to themselves. Most smokers convince themselves that
they will not ever have problems. This is
because of the addictiveness of the nicotine in
tobacco products, and the far t that problems
usually do not liegin to occur in the smoker
until later in life. By the time problems begin to
be serious enough to be noticed, the smoker is
tictally hooked on the nicotine.
My former roommate, a smoker, has cow
yin( ed herself that she will [WWI get stu k from

igarettes because she has.: 96-year old great
aunt who has smoked for years .uid is still
Ckurces are, my roommate will die befOre she’s

70, let alone 96.
You don’t believe me?
Medical studies have established that overall
mortality is twice as high among middle-aged
men who smoke cs ai
g those who do nor
last time I c Flecked, suit kir was illegal.
To prove that people should 1144 11.0T Ole
right to smoke, however, or. Kroir kian would
ask if smoking presented a health haiaid lIt
cttliem s. Well how about this:

Research has proved that mothers who
smoke more frequently give birth to premature
or underweight babies.
Three studies published in 1981 have suggested that nonsmoking wives of smoking husbands experience an increased risk of lung cancer, and other studies have found increased
illness in nonsmoking children of smoking parents.
What other drug causes such a broad range
of problems?
11 tobacco were newly discovered today, it
%o ink! inintediately be classified a controlled
substance. The widespread usage of tobacco
produc Is is one of the biggest problems in our
society today. While the FBI spends its time
investigating Calvin Klein for showing a shirtless 14-year-old in a TV ad, hundreds of thousands of men, women and c hildren are dying
each year directly or iudirec tly from tobacco
smoke.
I .* c- ’
I think that so( ktv’s position on tobacco
of hypocrisy.
Religious and politic al leaders should reevaluate their stands on tobac to in relation to the
ftc ts and the volumes of material available on
14111WS a lemarkable anti nit

the oil tie( I. ’Hie only people who benefit in the
least was from tobac «I are tobac co companies,
tobac iii lobbyists and putliutc ians who re«-ive
anip.Ugn iii: to dilutions from them.
After all, it isn’t mitten that all Mell kW(’ the

right to, "LAC, Wier is mid a smoke.li,an

lierrnall

ii a cpur

tan path Stall Writer
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Gays face many prejudices Homosexuality is wrong.
At least that s what I was
told when I was growing
up.
Raised in a strict household by
a pious Catholic mother, I was
told gays and lesbians were -sinners."
I accepted the statement as a
child accepts being told the
Earth is round. Not knowing I
knew anyone who was gay, I was
indifferent to the subject and
never cared for issues affecting
gays and lesbians, such as serving
in the military and having samesex marriages.
My faintly and friends used
their religion as an excuse to condemn homosexuals. I had no
such excuse.
I felt it was a
lifestyle that would never interfere with mine. Although I cared
nothing about gay rights. I
promised myself I would not
degrade anyone by telling jokes
and Treading hatred, much like
my friends did when they talked
about the gay lifestyle.
The turning point came when
I discovered my best friend of five
years is gay.
I feared the worst, but our
relationship did not change.
Contrary to the stereotype, he
did not become a flaming. HIVpositive, promiscuous deviant He
was the same intelligent, witty
and caring person I had always
known.
Suddenly, the subject of homosexuality had a new meaning. It
took sharing the experience of a
friend to realize how much a subject, which I had cared nothing
about, actually affected my life.
I was angered when the "Don’t
Ask, Don’t nil" policy was implemented in the military. It sent
the message that as long as gays
and lesbians stayed in the closet,
everything was fine.
But, look at some of the contributions gays and lesbians have

Downtown Account
Executives
Entertainment Executives
Art Executives

Christine Ann Boras is a Spartan
Dady Sisq Muer.

Lotter to the Editor
Information tents
give students help
N’e sincerely hope that new and
ontinicing students found the 4

Information lents helpful and
informative dming the first two
days of classes. Even during this
age of high let h tools, there is link
that c an replace the war rut friendly
smile and assistant e ficim a knowl(Arable student or stall member.
A sum ere -1.1:1ANK ‘iif
is extended to everyone that helperl make a
difference to over 8,004) students
Ill that two day span. A sjlec ’al note
of appreciation tu I the stall and students in Student ()uarem h arid

Advertising
Advertising Director
Art Director
Retail Manager
National Manager
National Assistant
Marheting Manager
Downtown Manager
Entertainment Manager
Retail Account Executives

made in history They wrote great
books (author VAlla Gather), performed unforgettable music
(musicians Elton John and
Freddie Mercury of Queen),
defined the culture of a great era
on the silver screen (actor Rock
Hudson), stood proudly as champions (Greg Louganis and Rudy
Galindo), and epitomized the
beauty and fashion industry
(supermodel Hunter Reno).
Besieged by ignorance, Gov.
Pete Wilson is supporting anti-gat
sentiments. According to "Out
magazine, he is calling on the
Department of Social Services to
enact regulations to make It
more difficult for anyone but
married heterosexual couples to
adopt children in California.
Do children really care about a
person’s sexual orientation?
What I cherished most as a child
was knowing my parents loved
and protected me.
Gays and lesbians are denied
basic rights such as marriage, a
privilege many take for granted.
Without legal recognition, samesex couples cannot enjoy tax and
health benefits, and cannot make
decisions for their partners in
medical situations.
The fight for gay rights
reminds me of the fight against
racism, which I have experienced
since I immigrated here from the
Philippines when I was a baby.
History has taught us that once
you condemn one undesirable
group, you condemn us all.
After an, it was less than 60
years ago that restaurants hung
up signs such as ’No dogs or
Filipinos allowed." The mere
thought makes me gasp.
What will cause us to gasp 60
years from now when we look
hark on the injustices inflicted
upon the gay community?

terry hurnian
ma had Pas hicy
Krisry Barenhrugge
Sal Sat
Tiidd Williams
Sandra Carranza
Lads Totabhall
Arlene Villanueva
Christine Kiedaisch. Heather Louihan Pita
Mangeyn.Shinya Nahashima. Sharon
Schitano Robin Wood. Catherine Yeh
Jeffrey Chu. Shantel Scheeler. Christine
Smith. Kaisha-Dyan Taylor
Kyle Benner. Justine Steck, Janice Fabell
Carolyn Gerstman. Brandon Heinriths.
Mitre Kasper. Sam Devins
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Center and the Prcsident’s Office
for making this program a huge

sin cuss. Best wishes to all for a
wonder ful and pr odic(
semester
N’arrn regards,
Jerome Martin
Admission Rec miter
Map,: Politic al Sr lent e
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PEOPLE

ALL THE GOSSIP THAT’S FIT TO PRINT
"incorret t and driunatized."
Brooke goes for broke
"The thermometer is the site of’ a piece of
grain," Michael Rraukus said. "The wire is
NEW YORK (AP) - The romance
Oasis
OK
thin as a hair."
between Brooke Shields and tennis star

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
traseennon:
nt
Theatre Group
First General Meeting
6:00pm
Hugh Gillis Hall 226; call
Lance: 270.0857 ext.33
Asian Student Union
Ladies’ Night, ladies free all
night!
9:00pm-2:00am
Club Bien Bien, San Francisco;
call Jeff C. 787-0683

MONDAY
No school Monday

WEDNESDAY

Student
Lutheran
Fellowship
Bible brown bag
1:30prn.2:30pm
Montalvo room, Student
Union; call D. Hawkins 2925404
Career Center
Recruiting services orientation
5:30pm
Almaden room, Student
Union; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
Career Center
Co-op orientation
12:30pm
Costanoan room, Student
Union; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033

Pre-Law Club
530 pm
Hush Gillis Hall 215; call
Chns 985-9713

Nu Alpha Kappa
Rush social
700pm
Jack’s Pizza, 1468 Monterey
Rd., San Jose; call Eliseo
297-0374

Associated Students Program
Board
A welcome day concert by The
Supernaturals
12:00pm
Student Union Amphitheatre;
call events line 924-6261

M.E.Ch A
First meeting
3:00pm
Chicano Resource Center;
call Xochilt 295-4318

Re-Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Brown bag lunch- welcome to
SISU
12:00-1:30pm
Student
room,
Pacheco
Union; tall Jane Boyd 9245950
Liberal Studies Society
Coordinator’s reception- food,
games, fun!
3:00pm-5:00pm
Student
room,
Pacheco
Union; call Consuela 379-5293

Andre Agassi was no instant match.
"At first I fought our being together,"
Shields confessed in Sunday’s Parade magazine. "I kept thinking, this is where 1 bolt and
say, ’Thanks for the experience.’ Instead, we
becanie engaged."
Making that step was hard, said Shields,
who once "preferred crushes and unrequited
love, because a real romance threatened my
relationship with my mother."
Shields, 31, is now a fixture at her fiance’s
matches - although that could change
because of her other recent commitment, a
new NRC series, "Suddenly Susan." But she
said she and Agassi will walk down the aisle in
the near future.
"We haven’t set a date, but we will not be
one of anew perpetually engaged tu ituplt’s,"
she said.

(American
AAAE
of Airport
Association
Executives)
First meeting of the semester; free pizza
6:t/Opm
AB 108; call Steve 277-0143
Chi Pi Sigma (coed law
enforcement) Fraternity
Rush Table
800am-l2:SOpm
MacQuarrie 11a11, fifth floor;
call John Czerniec 998-8433

LONDON (AP) - Laryngitis and household obligations prevented I tam Gallagher
from joining his band Oasis this week - not
a much-rune ired tiff with his brother.
So said the band’s lead singer bat ire flying
to the United States to out the group’s tour

Thursday.

Earlier in the week, Gallagher refused to
board a Chicago-bound plane with the rest of
the band.
Gallagher said he pulled out bet ause of
laryngitis and problems moving with his
actress girlfriend Patsy Kensit,
denied
there was a rift with his brother, Noel, who
filled in at Tuesday’s opening slum near
( :hicago.
"Me and Noel are all right. We have had
chats and that," said the 23-year-old
( ;al laughter, who had shaved ofl his trademark
stubble. le can’t wait to WC Me."

Model wants Vincent back

Bardot begs for mercy

MISSION VIEJO, Calif (Al’) - Jan
Michael Vincent’s girlfriend wants hint bat k
- if he tan kick his alcohol and drug problems.
"I love him and want to restore out re la (kinship, but he has to show ine he can stay
clean and sober," Lisa Marie Chialullo said in
’day.
Thursday’s
The 52-year-old "Airwolf ’IN’ star briikt his
111.1’k ill a car crash Monday, and police arc
investigating whether he was drunk. lit is in
serious condition.
Chiafullo said she once won a $400,000
judgment against him after he kit ked het in
the belly, t attsing her to stiller a noise arriage.
"I WAN only be.111.111/11tr, ’And it WAS 114.1.111(4’
111. W.1.51/11 drugs," the 34-year-old niteltI said.
"11 you knew the other snit. of him. %411111
we’d go fishing and bowling, SI /11.11 111111el StA11(1 110W kind 111.’ WAS."

PARIS (Al’) - Inigitte Minim, who has
used her scrten lame on behalf of dolphins,
wolves and rabbits, has written to 1..5. Sellatiffs asking them to end a NASA project that
se lids
keys into space.
The 1.I.S.-Frem It -Russian Bit n pretiet t studies lilt’
Is oh wtightlessness on the animals.
’Fourteen electrode wires sunk into SCV1.11
MUM It’s III 1111.’ monkeys’ arms and legs tunnel tinder their skin and exit front a hole
carved in their backs," wrote the at titss, who
retired from the screen in P174.
In her fem.!, liar-dot asked the
Slates to stop funding the 20-year -old pi
I.
"Restart hers strigit ally bury a 1111.1I1111111eill UM 11 .1111111.11’S A100111(11; a Wil e itt 111C
111111111 /111(111 l’XIIS 111C 1111/1111.1.1S 111/111 111
.111011111 lit tI, tutu ill then bat ks," she wrote.
A NASA spokesman t ailed the dese1111/111.11

KELM

Fire

Wash
(AP)
lire at
the t mast.
is
listed
as
tilt’s home
Mantic%
dog playing with matt ht’s.

.

Dog playing stilt(;:knel 1.(til:t:21:21,ev*,;;Iss. 17t...:Iki:el.’s:;.its it it!
SAW 11,1111I’S it a N.(114111111.
He said he t idled firefighters,
doused the lite and rust ovenh that
.111,114411:111:milmwti

with matches
starts house fire

Olympian gives kidney
RIOOMINGTON, Ind. (Al’) - An
( )ympic athlete. whose brother twilled a kidney donated one of her own during surgery
that dietors said went flawlessly.
Missy Stilwell, a silver medalist in pairs
rowing, gave one of her kidneys to her older
brother, Michael ’Fowles-St lawen. The surgery
it ik plat e Vedircsrlity in (:hicago.
St liwen, ’24, should br. able to t
again. Surgeons were t
to make it small
tilt ision, according to ’Dim Schwen, the athlete’s lather.
During a visit to the White House with the
LS. Olympic team, Missy Stilwell asked
President Clinton to write a get -well t aid to
her brother. She planned to sin jit st him
with it during his recovers..

Shue seeks harder core
LOS AN( 411.F.S (AP) Shut.
says she’s early for Inoue roles like the one
she had III the dark and gritty "Leaving Las
X’cgits."
Shut., 33, didn’t always feel that way, admitting she was t (intent early in her career with
It mable, girinext-timr it
in mull movies as
"Cot Mail" and "Rat k It, the Future." She
played a pnistiiiite in "1,eitsing 1..its Vegas."
"There are sonic at tresses, like Gwyneth
Pahrow, who at a very early age have an inttrisity, an ability and a body of experience that
allows them to reveal all that in a III It’,"
Said lIl Thursday’s( )tinge
:o runty Register.
"I wits very different. 1 was not able to
express who I was. I wasn’t honest with all the
t timplexities of my personality so I wasn’t
drawn to t oniplex t harm ters."

at dboai d le ix it tttt.tutittug matt it’
’5.
"This is a nisi," said lite ( apt.
M.1Ik Maker
"The t aum tth the lire "Ili( ’tally is
a di% playing with matt hes.
St tuiit’hit iw slit t hewed ... just right
and didn’t slobber enough."
Gould was relieved when firelighters believed his story. "I was
afrairlr littivrngity4 thought .1 ’Watt -

playing with matt hes t uu st
thing,’ he said.
Sadie may have hewed bra I way
tight out 4 a home.
"We’ve been talking ale tut getting rid (if her huti a while now,"
’amid said, "and ibis kind of put it
nver the top."

’Chemical castration’ law nears passage
SACRAMENTO (AP) - The
state that took a hard line on criminals with its "three strikes" legislation is now about to adopt the
nation’s first law requiring repeat
child molesters to undergo hemic al castration.
Despite protests from civil libertarians and warnings from therapists that the injections won’t curb
some molesters’ appetites, Gov.
Pete Wilson has said he will sign
the bill, which requires two-time
sex offenders to take the hormonesuppressing drug Depo-Provera
upon parole.
Drafted by a victims’ rights
activist
and
introduced
by
Assemblyman
Bill
!loge,
a
Republican from Pasadena, the bill
has received near-unanimous votes
in both houses of the 1.egislature.
It faces a final vote in the Assembly
this week.
Similar legislative efforts are
under way in Texas, Massac husetts
and Wisconsin.
The weekly drug injections

would be optional alter a first
molestation offense and mandatory after at second c rinie :tgailist
child under 13. Offender -% «Add
choose to he surgically castrated
instead. I ’illike surgical c astration,
the injections eventually wear off.
The Allleti4 an Civil Liberties
Union has already promised a
legal c hallenge.
"This bill poses serious, unresolved legal prciblems regarding
some very fundamental «institutional rights, inc hiding the right to
privacy, the right to prcx irate, and
( 0111101 (Wel
the right to exert
(MC’S body," the ACLU said.
The injec lit ns are seen AS a way
of fighting what is often it tamedsive type of behavior,
Attorney General Janet Reno
has put the repeat -offender rate
among t hild molesters at as high
as 75 per«.nt. ()u lill estimates are
even higher.
Bat kers of the bill ite studies in
European c otintries with c brink al
castration laws. Doge said iepeat-

66
Were not talking about
cutting off their testicles.
Maybe someday, hut not now.
Susan Carpenter-McMillan
executive director of the Pamadena Women’s
Coalition

99
offender rates .11111,118 ( 1111(1 run 4esters in Europe have chopped horn
almost 1(10 pert mit to pist ’2 pert ellt.
B111 experts who deal with %cx
runinals have doubts Amon t hem
11 alt actratmli’s universal ell,’( nyeness.
"The minim that we taut bust
give dangerous offenders a shi tt
all1(1 1101 have to worry alit ’tit them
(au he misleading." said Dr. Fred
Bel 1111, 101111(1er Of 1hr Sexual

1/1Slildel s .111111 .11
I1111111
11111%(111IN
N.1111
YrS1.111(’.
I/111(.11
111
A1.1111111.11,11111
11.11. 11.111111111 SeX11.11
.11...11111 ( .1Se1 11/1 Ill
situ 5, agi red, saying
some t huld moltster s
ate nertisated 1110 Its
.4(.3(11.11 (11. \Ile 101 ( 1111(11111 lout his .1 111111
hi it ju, ,wer and 11/11111,1.
"Clienin al &at ,1g4iiiig Iii ( flange that , -

1111,11 1%11’1
she said
II,,’ uranium’ tit t had molester% V.11119, .1101111(1 III(’ (0111111%.
SI/Ille air sometimes Ire ked rip
and gnen t rrunkrling, titheis,
depending 1/11 1/11 fat dales ttl the
state, iv( rive no Metal"’ at all.
I he I AS11.1111/11 hill is the latest
development in Calitoinia’s get
tough approa( hi it,, I rounal instit
Volta% in 1994 passed a "du re

Swami sentenced for scamming
Mainstream
Krishnas hope saga
behind them with
sentencing
MARTINSBURG, W.Va. (AP) Krishna%
Hare
Mainstream
expressed hope that the sentencing of a former Krishna leader for
racketeering puts an end to an
ugly saga that hurt many people in
and out of the religion.
Swami Bhaktipada was sentenced Wednesday to the maximum 20 years and was fined
$250,000.
He pleaded guilty to a racketeering charge that accused him of
amassing millions through fundraising scams and conspiring to
murder two followers in 1983 and
1986 after they threatened to cause
his downfall with rumors that he
was a homosexual and a child
molester. Despite the plea, he
denied involvement in the slayings.
Anuttama dasa, spokesman for
the International Society of
Krishna Consciousness, said the

sentence was justified given the
pain Bhaktipada aused.
"It’s unfortunate that many people are still affected by his improprieties. For one, the entire
Krishna comn
y has suffered.
Some of the things he did set back
the positive things we’re trying to
do, he said from his office in
Rockville, Md.
"On behalf of the whole movement, we’re happy to we this r time
to A (011(11L41011, Me said.
Bhaktipada, whose Krishna commune at New Vrindaban was otic c
the nation’s largest, could have his
sentence modified after a medical
evaluation.
Rhaktipada, 59, suffers from
severe asthma, hypertension and
has been weakened by the effects
of childhood polio. He has walked
with a cane since he was beaten by
a devotee in I9145.
The International Society for
Krishna Consciousness expelled
his group in 1987 for straying from
its teachings. And Bhaktipada is no
longer allowed to live or teach at
New Vrindaban, a community 60
miles southwest of Pittsburgh that
he started in 1968.

At the semen( ing hear ing,
Bhaktipada smiled and, at tine
point, turned to at knowledge
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The Student Union, Inc. would like to welcome you to S,1Stl. Get
to know our iaralitire, the [vent Center, the Anuatr Center and
,111 ’Iwo to serve you
the Student Union ,
’It you win and have already purchased a Fall ’96 permit, we will
Spring for the next semester’s ISP ’97)
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devotees sitting behind him
"Whatever the [And does, 1
at ept," he said
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Clinton vows to champion families
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’Hope is back in America,’
he tells Demos in finale
CHICAGO (AP) Iii a rousing
c limas to the Democratic convention, President Clinton appealed
for a second term Thursday night
by offering himself as a champion
of working families ready to lead
America "into a new century of
new challenge and new promise."
Accepting the Democratic nomination for a second time, Clinton
took credit for reviving the economy while cutting the deficit, welfare rolls and crime
and for
holding
the
line
against
Republican budget rims he said
would have gutted Medicare and
education.
"Hope is back in America,"
Clinton declared in a 66-minute
mcepcanc e speech that ended with
Chi( ago’s United Center hall in a
( 011fide lit ,
celebratory frenzy,
150,000 balloons and endless rain
of confetti streaming clown on delegates c onvim ed the White House
would be theirs for four more
years.
Clinton’s speech was the finale

of a convention remarkable for its
unity
long
an
elusive
Democratic commodity but now
abundant in a party chastened by
its 1994 loss of Congress and suddenly again confident in its 50year-old leader.
While Democrats were upbeat,
the embarrassing resignation of
Clinton’s top campaign strategist,
Dick Morris, distracted somewhat
from a convention celebration that
also included renomination of
Vice President Al Gore.
Clinton saluted his Republican
opponent, Bob Dole, for his military and government service and
promised he would not attack his
opponents personally or tolerate
such attacks by his supporters. He
had the luxury to make such a vow,
enjoying a solid lead in the polls
over Dole and RefOrm Party candidate Ross Perot.
But Clinton did not hesitate to
draw a long line of sharp policy different es with Dole, casting him as
partner to GOP proposals that

would have put gaping holes in the
social safety net. Now, Clinton said,
Dole was pushing a "risky" $548
billion tax-cut plan that would balloon the deficit or require even
deeper
budget
cuts
than
Republicans proposed last year.
The real choice is about
whether we will build a bridge to
the future or a bridge to the past,"
Clinton said in drawing a contrast
with his 73-year-old rival. "About
whether we believe our best days
are ahead or behind us, about
whether we want a country of people working together, or one
where you re on your own.
Tonight. let us commit ourselves to
rise up and build that bridge to the
21st century."
With four more years. Clinton
said he would enact a grab bag of
tax cuts targeted to working families, including a $500 per child tax
credit and incentives to pay for
vocational and college education.
Also on his wish list: tax incentives
to convince businesses to hire welfare recipients, and an expansion
of his national service program to
create a new literacy corps to teach
youngsters to read.
Clinton said his taxes were "paid
for line by line, and dime by dime"
in a balanced budget plan he said

would be quickly enacted if voters
returned him to office and sent
along a Democratic Congress.
Dole
said
California,
In
Clinton’s 1993 tax increase should
be a reminder to voters enticed by
the incumbent’s modest new tax
cut proposals. ’Don’t believe him,"
Dole said.
Looking abroad, Clinton took
credit for progress toward peace in
the Middle East, Haiti and
Northern Ireland and vowed a
relentless fight against terrorism,
singling out Libya and Iran as
international outlaws. "America
must act, and America must lead,"
he said.
The Democrats were heading
out onto the campaign trail in an
Heavily
position:
unfamiliar
favored to win. Not since Franklin
in
1944
has
a
Roosevelt
Democratic incumbent been reelected, and Clinton’s 1992 victory
was only the second for a
Democrat in the seven presidential
elections of the past 30 years.
Several national surveys suggested Clinton led by 15 points or
more as he officially opened his
campaign against Dole. Looking to
keep the momentum, he was
embarking Friday with Gore and
their wives on a two-day bus trip

President Bill Clinton campaigning at SJSU in1992.
modeled on their 1992 post-convention journey. Clinton and Gore
lingered long in the hall shaking
hands, as delegates danced one
last Macarena the latin dance
that became a convention trademark.
Democratic speakers marveled
at the turn of events, recalling that
Clinton and the party were given
up for dead after Republicans

FILE PHOTO

seized Congress two years ago.
"Not so long ago, this was
thought to be a lost election," Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy said as he
warmed to delegates for Clinton’s
speech, one of three Kennedys in
Congress to speak on the final
night. "In 1996, we are proud of
who we are, proud of where we
stand, and proud of who leads us."

Top adviser to president resigns after tabloid report
( :I I ( :AGO (Al’) President Clinton’s top political
adviser, Di( k Mr in is, resigned "thiusday after a tabloid
reported that he had a relationship with a prostitute
and allowed her to eavesdrop on calls to the White
!louse.
In a seven-paragraph statement issued by the White
!louse, Morns said he resigned Wednesday night.
"While I served I scrught tic avcrid the limelight
because 1 did not want to be( cane the messige. Now, I
resign so I will not become the issue," he wrote.
Ilk I Ftip011W 10 the report itself: "I will not subject
my wife, family or friends to the sadistic vitriol of yellow join nalism."

It WM an el101111011% iliscrat tiimpi IOI C littloit HISI
he was preparing his co%e
g address to act ept the
Derma ratit nomination.
Morris, who had left Chicago for his home in
Conner Orin, said in his statement that he was honored to help the president "c ome bac k hoot being
buried in a landslide and make it possible for him to
have a SC ( (aid c hance at a se«aid term."
Ile c ailed Clinton "a gi eat president and a great
’Me foi Mel Republic an coirsultairt, who worked for
(:linton in the 191.40s, thanked the De niii ii ratic Party
for "allowing me to rctuni."

1 he timing of the episode could not have been
worse for the president: Clinton is scheduled to
accept the Democratic presidential nomination
tonight. Campaign meetings designed to focus on
fine-tuning the president’s speech instead were dominated by the Morris controversy.
Morris has always been a controversial figure in the
White House, condemned by liberals who disagreed
with his strategy of having Clinton coopt Republican
issues.
The New Mirk Post published an ac count of a story
from the Star that said two clays before the start of the
Democratic convention, Morris showed Sherry

Rowlands copies of the speeches Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Vice President Al Gore would deliver
days later.
On another occasion early in their relationship, the
paper said, Morris called the president and held out
the telephone so Miss Rowlands could hear Clinton.
"There was no doubt about it, it was The Man," the
Star quoted her as writing in her diary. "I was finally
impressed."
The Post quoted Phil Bunton, editor-in-chief of the
Star as saying Miss Rowlands came to the tabloid with
the information in mid-July and that "she kept this
diary of all the things he told her."
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Two million Palestinians protest Israel’s policy
Arafat calls general strike in response
to expansion of Jewish settlements
RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP)
Showing a united front against Israel’s
hard-line government, Palestinians staged
a general strike Thursday in the West
Bank, Gaza Strip and east Jerusalem to
protest the planned expansion of Jewish
settlements.
The strike, called by Yasser Arafat and
observed by nearly all two million
Palestinians in the area, was seen as a
warning that Palestinians would no longer
put up with what they see as Israel’s footdragging in peace talks.
It also marked the first open confrontation since the May election of Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
The strike
the first ordered by Arafat
since the start of Palestinian self-rule in
May 1994 closed shops and schools and
halted transportation in the region.
The action had little impact on the
Israeli economy, but provided a boost for
Arafat, increasingly criticized at home for
failing to get Netanyahu to budge on the
peace process.

"It’s our battle for Jerusalem, and I
think it is now or never, said Abed Nasser
Adin, among some 90 percent of shopkeepers in the West Bank town of Hebron
to observe the strike.
which some
Arafat’s strike call
seemed to be heeding under pressure by
came in
Arafat’s security forces
response to Israeli plans to build 900
apartments in the Jewish settlement of
Kiryat Sefer and Tuesday’s demolition of a
Palestinian youth center in disputed east
Jerusalem.
The apartments would end a four-year
curb on settlement expansion in the West
Bank.
Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai
this week approved building a total of
2,000 new homes in West Bank settlements, Israel radio reported Thursday.
Palestinians also have become increasingly bitter about Netanyahu’s refusal to
meet with Arafat and his failure to commit
himself to an overdue troop rollback from
Hebron, the last West Bank city under

Israeli control.
Palestinian legislator Hanan Ashrawi
described Thursday’s protest as the
first step to bring to the attention of the
Israelis and the rest of the world that we
have a serious problem here."
In Gaza City, where Arafat’s office is
located, streets were empty of traffic and
shopkeepers sat along the roads.
Children stayed indoors.
In the West Bank town of Rarnallah,
where most shops remained closed, members of Arafat’s security forces patrolled
the business districts coaxing those who
defied the strike to close down.
Israeli radio said the army was on high
alert and had increased security checks at
crossing points into the Jewish state.
Arafat s strike call came Wednesday, during his harshest attack yet on Netanyahu’s
3-month-old government. "They declared
war on us," he said.
Netanyahu responded anirily, saying
Israel takes "a very grave view of what he
called an attempt to escalate violence and
harm the peace process.
General strikes were commonly used
during the 1987-1993 uprising against
Israeli occupation.
As rhetoric between the would-be peace

In Ramallah, Jordanian Prime
Minister Abdul-Karim Kabariti met with
Arafat and promised that his country
The process is collapsing.
would intercede with Israel on behalf of
the Palestinians.
Khalil Shitald
In a veiled warning, Kabariti said
director of independent Palestinian think-tank
Jordan would not stand by if Israel
harmed the rights of Muslims in
Jerusalem, a city sacred to Judaism,
Islam and Christianity.
partners grew, Khalil Shikaki, director of
The Palestinians want east Jerusalem,
an independent Palestinian think-tank in which Israel captured from Jordan in the
the West Bank, warned the threat of vio- 1967 Mideast war, as a future capital.
lence is "very serious and very present."
Netanyahu has said he will not negotiate
"The process is collapsing, and this is over the city, although the Israel-PLO
used
have
time
when
groups
which
t
the
agreements call for its future to be deterviolence in the past might find a golden mined in talks on a final peace settlement.
opportunity to show themselves as saviors,
and show they can answer the Israeli
Faisal Husseini, the top Palestinian offiintransigence," he said.
cial in Jerusalem, said the prayer call was
In what appeared to be an immediate intended to test Israel’s claim it assures
accomplishment for the Palestinians, the freedom of worship in the disputed city.
two sides’ top negotiators, Dan Shomron
and Saeb Erakat, held an unscheduled
Arafat also urged Palestinians to attend
meeting Thursday.
Friday noon prayers at Jerusalem’s Al Aqsa
Erakat, a member of Arafat’s Cabinet, Mosque in large numbers, suggesting they
told his Israeli counterpart that the should defj, Israel’s six-month blockade of
Palestinians remained committed to the the West Bank and Gaza that bars
peace talks, but were impatient because of Palestinians from entering Israel.
the slow pace.

66

Reports of rebel activity, clashes in three Mexican states
TLAXIACO, Mexico (AP) Members of a littleknown rebel group staged widespread raids in three
southern Mexican states, fighting with police in clashes that killed at least 12 people.
The bloodiest clashes occurred early Thursday in
the popular Pacific Coast resort city of Huatulco, in
Oaxaca state, where at least nine people were killed.
None of the victims were reported to be tourists.
The attacks by the Popular Revolutionary Army
called into question the government’s earlier suggestions that the group was neither a serious threat nor
an actual rebel movement.
Since the group first appeared on June 28 near the
resort of Acapulco, some officials have repeatedly suggested it was a "pantomime" limited to the state of
Guerrero.
The first attack in Oaxaca happened at 10 p.m.
Wednesday, in the mountain city of Tlaxicao, when
about 60 masked men wearing camouflage uniforms

raided city hall. Poll( c said the rebels wet c armed with
AK-47 automatic rifles.
Police commander Juan Feliciano Arango Dias said
the attack killed at least two officers, and that one was
missing.
The attackers, who wore civiliatt tiWealriti over their
uniforms against the cold, left behind leaflets and
manifesti)s of their group, known by its Mexican
acronym EPR. They painted slogans on houses, "Long
Live the EMI With the Popular Struggle It Will
Triumph!"
Blood stained the entrance and passagewass of city
hall this morning, and bullet marks scarred the main
door and nearby trees in the town plaza. The streets
were empty except for military patrols every block or
two.
In the second Oaxaca attack, about 80 heavily
armed rebels staged raids just Alter midnight in
Huatulco, about 100 miles south of the state capital.

They simultaneously attacked the town plaza, the
naval post and the offices of the prosecutor and the
federal police.
The Oaxaca state government said that at least
people were killed: two police, three soldiers, two civili.uis and two attat kers. The government did not name
the attar kers. but Oaxaca city police and Mexican
televis6 )11 stations blamed the EPR.
an who answered the phone at the Hotel
A
Sheraton, one of the resort’s most fashionable, said:
"There was only a little clash in the town last night
and a few wounded but the hotel zone was not affected."
In neighboring Guerrero state, officials said that
unidentified assailants fought with police near theIt mat of Tixtla, east of the capital Chilpancingo, killing
at least one officer and irtjunng four others.
And in Chiapas state, federal highway police said
apparent metnIxrs of the EPR briefly blocked a high-

way between the state capital and the town of San
Cristobal de Las Casas.
Chiapas was the scene of brief fighting in early 1994
between federal troops and rebels with the Zapatista
National Liberation gronp. The Zapatista, who seek
better living conditions for the state’s poor, indigenous Indians, have been holding peace talks for
months with the girvertimeitt.
Little has been discovered about the EPR since several dozen masked, uniformed men and women carrying automatic weapons appeared at a June 28
memorial service for peasants slain by police in the
western state of Guerrero.
The group distributed its manifesto to journalists,
including two from The Associated Press, at a meeting
earlier this month in central Mexico. Claiming an
affiliation with the previously unknown Popular
Democratic Revolutionary Party, the rebels spelled
out a leftist political platliirm.

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That’s
why we’ve designed a package to make things
easier 01(x vie ARO’ and k uk at :ill you c:tri
AT&I"ltue Reale Savings

Save 25% on every kind of tT.S. call
on your NMI’ phone bill when you
spend just $25 a month.’
Ala kw Rewards’

iet savings at Sam (;oody’Musicland,
’WRY "Treats" and ICC X:k111
with the Member Benefit Card.

Luckily you can still
sign up for all this
great stuff from AIM:

Aur Uniwrsal MasterCard.
A credit, cash and calling card that
brings you disci iunts on I ISAit And
no annual fee -ever.

AT&T SibridNer Service
iet 5 free hours of Internet access
every month just for having AM
long distance.’
sign up, look for us on campus or al

1 800 654-0471

AT&T

Your True Choice
littp://www.att.com/colltv
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Cone rejoins Yankees
sooner than expected

Volleyball team prepares;
realizes challenge of WAC

Sports
at a
glance

After missing almost four months,
ANAHEIM. Calif. (AP)
David Cone doesn’t want to wait four more days.
Cone, who hasn’t pitched for the New York Yankees since May
2 because of a small aneurysm in his right shoulder, rejoined the
team Thursday at Anaheim Stadium for the opener of a fourgame series.
Manager Joe Torre said Cone would start Monday in Oakland,
partly because the Athletics have more right-handers in their
lineup than the Angels and partly because Jimmy Key’s elbow is
OK after he was hit by a line drive in his last start.
"I’d pitch tonight if they wanted me to. I’d come out of the
bullpen, said Cone, who has made two successful rehab starts in
the minors and will throw on the side again before Friday night’s
game.
"I’m just anxious to get the first one out of the way. I’ll take
anything at all after the long layoff. That’s how anxious I am to
get back out there and make as many starts as I can."
Torre emphasized that the right-hander would not be used in
relief, despite the fact closer John Wetteland is on the disabled
list. Besides, Cone is capable of throwing as many as 100 pitches
now, according to Torre.
"Why waste 100 pitches in Double-A if the team has a spot for
me here?" said Cone, who was on the disabled list for the third
time in his 11 -year career and the first time since 1987 with the
New York Mets.
"I didn’t see the need to make another start in Double-A. I figured if I can throw 80-90 pitches in the minors, why stay down
there, if I’m sharp and I’m able to mix my pitches?"
Cone, 33, has pitched only 40 innings for the Yankees this season, going 4-1 with a 2.03 ERA in six starts. He underwent tests
on his right hand at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center on
May 6, after missing his first start in nine years because of the circulatory condition that caused numbness in three fingers and his
palm. Cone made one more start, beating the White Sox 5-1 at
Yankee Stadium and widenvent surgery May 10.
"When I first heard the word ’aneurysm, I didn’t know what it
meant. I didn’t know if I’d ever pitch again," Cone said. "I didn’t
know what the prognosis was, but I knew this day would come. It
was just a matter of when. I don’t even think about it anymore

Despite their relative youth and inexperience, The Spartans think
the WAC tournament is
within reach, considering
the top 12 teams will be
picked. Three of the
WAC’s 16 teams are
entering their first year
(University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, Southern
Methodist University and
Christian
Texas
University)
and
the
University of Tulsa is
coming off winless season
in which it won all of 8
games, which should give
the Spartans an edge in
the chase for a conference slot.
Despite their lack
of experience, Spartan
volleyball players see
their youth as a long
term positive.
"We’re a real
young team, but we are
going to have the same

Schedule
Football
The Spartans begin their
inaugural season in the
WAC llam. Saturday In
Colorado Springs when they
attempt to slow down QB
Beau Morgan and the rest of
the potent Air Force offense.
See story on page 7.
Volleyball
The women’s volleyball team
begins its season Today In
Stockton where they will take
part in a tournament hosted
by former Big West foes, the
Tigers from the University of
Pacific. See story on page 6.
Men’s soccer
The Spartans begin their season 7:30 p.m. tonight at
Spartan Stadium when they
meet Cal State University
Stanislaus.

people on the court for
two

next

the

years," said

three

to

Angie Sylvas.

With two seniors
ho have little major col-

lege experience, the
Spartans will look to
a sophomore, for
its offensive firepower.
Syhas, a BMX : AllFt
team member,

SylVin,

Women’s soccer
The women’s team opens
its second season as an SJSU
sport when it plays at Spartan
Stadium Ila.m. Saturday,
against Pepperdine.

when I throw.’
Cone made his se, ond rehab start

"I

1,,

Cross Country
The team will be off and
running September 7 at
the San Diego State
Invitational

this

has

level

to

and I should be thankful for that," he said. "The
organization hasn’t pushed me at all. In fact, I really pushed
them, to prove I was i early."
The 1994 Al. ( .5 Young Award winner, who has gained a reputation over the past five seasons as a rent -a-pitcher for pennant-
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News &
notes
Water polo
W( grier
miter pa() was
r lamed the newest intercolle
giate sport at SJSU. The team
begins play in Spring of 1997.
Women’s golf
The largo shoes vacated
when SJSU coaching legend
Mark Gayle announced his
retirement prior to the
Spartan’s second place finish
in the NCAA tournament in
May will be former SJSU golfer
and UOP coach Eric Arnold.
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MONTREAL (AP) Ramon Martinez beat his
brother
Pedro, limiting Montreal to three hits in eig
burin.
Thursday night lead the Los Angeles Dodgers to a 61 Amery
over the
Mike Phase and File
Mt consecutive home runs in the
fourth inning for the
Pitching against hi=lbe the tint time, Ramon Martinet
(11-6) bnprored to 60 in his last was martsspitsi Montreal,
He struck out amen and lee saw sikestag his Mb Ism&
Todd Worrell stranded the tying run at second In the ninth
and got his Mth save.
The 26yearni,d r*h
_blunder. 60in his last four aims, WNW a
bases-loaded walk to David Segui in the third. He then rented 13
straight batters before walking his 24yesx-old brother with two
outs In the seventh. It was his second complete game of the se*
son and 35th of his career.
Pedro Martinet (114) allowed two runs on six hia,
out a career-Met 12 and walking one. hems the
Iamb complete game of the meson and seventh arena
The victory was the sixth out amen games for the Dodgers
who are now a pose and half in from of Mammal for the
National League Mid Card spot.
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Spartans hope to break the Falcons’ wishbone
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Deily Staff Writer
Despite the back x-rays and stress fractures its offensive guards have been bringing to practice lately, the
only bone the Spartan football team has been analyzing
is a "wishbone."
In preparation for Saturday’s season opener and inaugural Western Athletic Conference game against Air
Force, the Spartan coaching staff has been introducing
its defense to the Falcons’ wishbone-style offense while
repairing its own offensive line.
"It’s a conventional triple-option and they run it
extremely well," said Spartan head football Coach john
Ralston. ’We’ve been scrimmaging against it with players
who have the required speed to give the defense a look
at how fast it’ll come at them."
The Falcons’ wishbone attack is led by returning allconference quarterback Beau Morgan, who last year
became the eighth player in NCAA history to rush for
over 1,000 yards and pass for over 1,000 yards in one season.
Many similar offenses in the past have focused on running the ball, but Ralston is aware of Morgaii’s passing
and scrambling abilities.
"Morgan is outstanding and his receivers can really
get out there," Ralston said. "But you have to watch him
because he’ll run on you.
"He’ll drop back to pass and if you lay off of him and
give him daylight, he’ll take off."
Ralston also stressed the importance of his defenders’
concentration and sticking with their assignments rather
than going for a big play and getting burned.
"We have to remain disciplined on defense rather
than trying to chase rainbows," he said. "That’s what we
NOW BY DAMEN PHILLIPs - SPARTAN DAILY call ’playing our keys,’ but sometimes I think players
Starting quarterback Carl Dean drops back for a pass during Thursday’s practice session. The would rather chase rainbows."
Junior defensive tackle Jerald Perry added: "We have
Spartans will kick off their first season in the Western Athletic Conference this Saturday against Air
to be individually focused out there or else you might
Force in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The game will be aired on KICU Channel 36 at 11:00 a.m.

Classz ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
melee no claim far produc-ts or
sert4ces wheedled below nor Is
there any guanines Implied. The
classified colienne of the Spertan
Deily consist of peld Advertising
are airings we not reproved or
verified by the newspaper.

fildsPark TEACHER, PT/FT
at a high quality, licensed dropin
play center for 2.12 year olds.
Minimum 6 (CE units required.
Flexible day, evenrng & weekend
hats. Benefits avail. Come by or call:
Scuth Sank..
Near Oakridge Mali
281-8880
*West Sal Jose
Near Valley Fair
EMPLOYMENT
985-2599
SUBSTITUTES -FLEXIBLE HOURS
Remont
Small World Schools is hiring subAt the HUB
stitute teachers for our 13 day
b10,7929997
care centers. Units in ECE. Roc,
Psych. Soc, or Ed required. These
BICYCLE MESSENGER
may be completed or you can be
Bertorne, Aerobe Hours.
currently enrolled. This is a great
Great for Strodents1
position for students. We can work Serving Downtown Senlose.
around your school schedule,
Innei City Express.
even if you are only available 1a2 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
afternoons. Cal 408-379-32C0 x20.
TEACHER/IUDES/REC. LEADERS
SUBSCRIPTION CUM Pert lime. Elementary school-age recreation
Responsible, accurate student program. P/T from 2-6pm. M.F
able to create labels & prepare during the school year, turns into
papers. Must drive to main post F/T (or P/T) during summer camp
dffee (Lundy Ail, 3-4 tines par seek program. Excellent salary. Los
$6.00/hr. Call Sue at the Spartan Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Daily. 9243283.
Call Janet at 3548700103.
WE NEED N.M. Bright, Energetic
people. The Old Spaghetti Factory
is now hiring for Host. Bus and
Server positrons. 51 N. San Pedro.
408/28167488

NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible hours and
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you now! Don’t wart, call Marge at
(408)995-5905,

RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Mornings 8.30, 12:00
Call Judy at 4062717900
Located off 1st & Santa Clara.

CRAM= Todwical Assistant
(M,W,F 1 5pm & T,Th 8.5pmi Pro
vide tech & admin. support for
Student Unexi. Able to multi-task,
CLERICAL ASSOCIATE
ExInt communication skills req.;
Golden State T’s, a leading Must know Windows, Dos. Word
sportswear distributor, seeks a Perfect, Excel, MS Word (CAD
Clerical Associate. Poelbon aragabie helpful). Call 408/9246310 for
mmediately.
application Deadline to apply is
5pm. 9/6/96.
Sort & file rrworces
Generate computer letters
monthly
YWCA
Marl daily invoices,
Immediate Openings
statements & catalogs
Part Time Teachers Positrons
*Organize & send out credit
inquires
Schootege child care centers
8 locations in San Jose
Assist Accountant
Pay Scale $8.00 $9 00 hr
Work 20 hours per week
Morning & Afternoon Available
Available Mondayfriday
Minimum requirement
$7.00 per flout
Work for a company that truly 12 or more units in the following.
(CE. U, Child Development,
appreciates its staff. Apply in
Person between Barn oxl5:30Prn Recreation, Psychology, Sociology.
Physical Education. Nursing.
Golden State Is
Social Welfare. Home Economics,
2110 Zenker Road
or Human Services/Performance
San Rose, CA 95131
Experience Preferred
At the Corner of Charcot & Zenker
in the back row of buildings.
CAUL KATIE SAMS 21164Ct1ix221
REPECTIONIST PART-TIME SI
Assist patients in selecting eye
glass frames, file, type. phones
Private Optometry Ofc. Eve/Mind
firs Call/fax resume 2269759.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282
TEACHER/MSTRtiCTOR-P/T Inst.
elem. schools. Degree/cred. not
req. Work around college ached.
Opp. for teaching experience.
91.4408287-4170 x408. EOE/AAE

RECREATION LEADER PT. after
LOST & FOUND
school playground programs in Si
area, M-F, 1015 hrs./wk., $9.80 FOUND! BUDGIE flying around
hr. P/up applications 8/26-9/13 Duncan Hall. Identify him & he’s
at City Hall. 801 N 1st St. Rm yours! Cal Joseph Miller 924.6204.
207. Testing 9/14. Great leaderPART TIME BAMMTIER NEEDED ship, programming & problem
to help worftathome mom with solving skills preferred.
TUTORING
10 month old boy. Blossom Hill 8,
Camden. $4.013/N.4138/723-9378. FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR WHY WAIT UNTIL ITS TOO LATE?
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
Most math courses tutored.
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES whole foods restaurant. All shifts Reasonable rates. 408/3659718.
FT/PT positions awailable with available, flex hrs. Must be 21+.
Infants. Toddlers, Preschool & S8-$9/hr to start. 733-9446, ask
School Age. Great advancement & for Wendy or Victor.
SHARED HOUSING
growth opportunity. Good benefits.
Immediate openings. (CE units SALESPERSON WANTED w/retail So. 12th St. CHARMING HOUSE
CIP trfarred. Call PRIMARY PLUS exp for Golf & Tennis store in Palo Great Yard washer/oryer Parking.
408370.0357.
Alto. Hourly -s commission. Flex 5400/rno Avail Seat 2978873.
hours. Call Bob at 415-3263330.
PART TIME WORK for energetic
engineering student. MAC and NEED 1 OR 2 STUDENTS to help
FOR RENT
CAD experience a plus. Walking run a 1011s
Darf on Sept. 28.
distance to SJSU. Call 2871500. Flexible hours between now and 2IDMA APARMENT SE130/PAO.
then. Major in Rec or teaching
Secunht type building
61000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part preferred. Call 2871500.
Secure Parking
Titre At Herne. Toll Rae 1800-898
Close In
9778 ext 12236 for Listings.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
Modern Building
is now seeking candKlates
Laundry Room
WAREHOUSE POSITION
for the following positions:
Village Apt s 576 S. 5th St.
Golden State T’s, a leading
FRONT DESK:
14081 295 6893
sportswear distributor, seeks a
Guest Serace Agent
Warehouse Team Payer Position
PBX Operator
available immediately.
Bell Person
*Pull orders
HOUSEKEEPING:
WORD PROCESSING
Guest Room Attendant
*Stock inventory
Unload trucks
House Person
"AFPORDAULL& EXPERIDICED
*Assist wince customers
eFAX Resume to 943170701
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Teen
Apply in Person
"Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
Papers. Nursing, Group Protects.
*Monday Friday
1801 Barber In. Milpitas
Fite/nes Al Formats. Specializing
57.00 per hour
Job Hotline 9430600,001 151
in APA Spelling/Grammar/
Work for a company that truly
Equal Opportunrty Employer
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ as Dip
appreciates its staff. Apply in
WP 5 1/Platter. PAM’S
person between Elam ard5:30prn. CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up PR3FESSIDW1 WORD PRCCESSING.
Golden State is
to 52.000+/month World travel
247 2681. 8am 8prn.
2110 Zenker Road
Seasoner & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
San JoPse, CA 95131
Al the corner of Charcot & Zenker 1206-971 3550 ext. C60416.
in the back row of buildings.
1111.1X0’s POSSIBLE RFAIMIG BOOKS
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Part Time At Hone Tod Free
Unwanted heir removed forever
Small World Schools is hiring P/7 1 600898 9778 ext 87736 for
Specialist Confidential
and F/T teachers for our school. Listings.
Your own probe or disposable
age day care programs in San
335 S Baysood Ave San Jose
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
24744911
(CE, Rec. Psych. Sec, or Educ
SPORTS/THRILLS
required. these may be completed
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
or you be currently enrolled Call
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Electrolysis is the answer!!
379 3200 x20
There is nothing compared to
I remove hair from any where
the exhilaration experienced by
on your body, from facial hair to
HELP WANTED
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated bikini area Call for appointment.
Men/Wornen earn $480 weekly
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft
Cameires Electrolysis Place.
assembling circuit boards/elec
515U student owned & operated 1190 Lienoln, San Jose. 9939093.
tronic components at home Lap
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Mon Sat / Free Cons. /Eve appts
unnecessary, will train Immediate
1-S10-634-7171.
All Students Reoewe 2016thscount.
openings your local area Cell
1 5206867891 ext 0198

AIM. MEM& he Stifirt Lem
needs P/T east mechanic to help
orth genwei martenarce (Ines We
Own. No expenenoe necessary Call
1408)9246310 for application
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron Station Two
locations. Please call 295-3964
or 269-0337
TRAVEL MEMO MD WORK Maw
up to 525-545/hr teaching basic
conversational English in Japan
Taiwan. or S Korea No teaching
background or Asian languages
required For nformat,on Cali
I 2C6-971 3570 ext .60414
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Students
Needed! Petting Industry, Earn up
to $3.000-$8.000t per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience
necessary Cell 1.206971-3510
ext i60415,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 5120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Heetthy males. 1934 years old,
univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. MF. 8-5pm.

FOR SALE

minimum
Two Throe
Do’s
Dttlf
$9
3*..
$7
$6
4 linos
$11
$10
LB
5 linos
$7
$9
$11
linos
$10
$12
LS
$1 for each additional line

SCHOLARSHIPS
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants a. scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income,
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services’
1-8002636495 ext. 160416.
FREE MONEY For Yaw Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services
4082618676.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
ddltIonI Information
Classified readers Mould be
reminded thet, when reeking
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods at services.
In addition, readers should
comedy irresertiole eS fens
offering impenitent listings
orcoupon for discount
vacations w merchend I se.

FOR NAROALAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Stow

Flow

Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Altos Ms BIM
y, rots Inorossan ba1111 per gm.
First kne (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for 53 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 knee. $70 10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines: $110

’Ay A Sioe

To rods

PArro

Send check at money order Er

Spartan Daily Claseltlede
SIM Jose State
n1
San Jose, CA 9SU1912707141
Cjassitied desk is kicaled ri Dwight Bartel Hall. Room 209
III Deadline 10 Ma m tor weekdays befae publication
Al ads we prepaid MI No refunds on cancelled ads
Hates frx conswutive pubhcations dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (4011111914277

Want to be BLOND? RED?
CHESTNUT? FREE!!!
Model Si Hair Show. September
8 & 9. Also Free Cuts & Perms.
Call 8am/9pm. 510.538-5578.
MST RPORMSER Rase $500 n 5
dais-Greeks. Grans. Cklas. mandated
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation. 1800-8621967 0133,
STUDER? DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 606
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 6553225

Daily
CROSSW()R1)

OICIEEDOODEILIMMOMOEDOODDIEEIODEI
ODOODICIOLIOODEICIOMLICIOCIOODOCJODOOD
DCIEDOLIEMECOOMEDOOMODIECJEIEM
DEEEIFIDEEDOE=MMDEDEODEDMOUO
OM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
INSURANCE
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
AUTO INSURANCE
For free tips, tools and ideas on
Campus Insurance Service
how to improve your writing.
Special Student Programs
visit our user friendly Website
Serving SJS1Pfbr 20 years
at littp://www.sel-pluccom
-Great Rates for Good Divers’
Regular email: aciOnetcom.com
"Good Rates for Nonfood Drivers" Call for free phone consultation:
SPECK DISCOUNTS
(415) 6211.0505...ask las Darisi.
"Good Student’ Famay Multicar"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATIONAl
so open Saturdays 9.2.

Ned your ad heie. Une is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuaton & spaces between words

Ad Itittlet 3-line

SERVICES

III RAISE YOUR GRADES in
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share thew
secrets! Benefrt from their experi.
ence! NEW Self -tutoring Tech.
niques! For booklet, send $4.99+
.99 St$11 to SYNERGIX, Dept SD
1794 Plaza Casrtas, San Jose, CA
95132.

wilmusammn

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WAITPERSON NEEDED
Days. Mon thru Fri 10am-5;in
Salary & Benefrts lips
Apply in person Britannia Arms
5027 Aimaden ExP San Jose

take yourself out of the play. If we don’t stay focused, it
could be a long day."
In order to imitate Morgan’s aggressive style and keep
the defense on its toes, Ralston assigned two quick freshmen - safety Kenny Sanchez and quarterback George
Harp - and running back Patrick Walsh to run the
wishbone offense during scrimmages.
"Walsh has a real flair for musing along the offensive
line and ducking in," Ralston said. "I suppose we could
have (starting quarterback Carl Dean) run it, but we
wouldn’t want the defense beating up on him."
The Spartan offense already has enough injuries
among its linemen. Ralston said it’s been hard to get a
synchronized group on the offensive line with David
Lovem’s back problems, Chris French’s stress fracture in
his foot, Oscar Garza’s whiplash and a recent injury to
Nurcan Ciftciltara.
All of the injured linemen happen to be guards, but
center Harry Daniels’ faith in the offensive line has not
wavered.
"I’m not too worried about it," Daniels said. "We have
come out and surprised everybody with the numbers we
put up in the weights and running. And I think this
group has great character."
Air Force head Coach Fisher DeBerry admitted that
his team has also been plagued with injuries.
"It seems like we’ve had more guys standing around
and watching than we’ve had practicing," DeBerry said.
"It’s frustrating from a coaching standpoint."
DeBerry added that both teams could have some difficulty tomorrow because this is the first time the two
teams have ever met.
"It presents a concern because you have to play a
team a couple of times before you get a feel for the personality of the team and the personality of the coaching
staff," he said. "This way you just have to learn on the
run. And it’s going to be just as difficult for them."

Please check /
one classification:
(.ampusc,us _Rental Housing
Greek Messages. __Shared Housing.
Events*
Real Estate
Announcements* _Senrtces
__Lost and Found" _Heel/Beauty’
_Sports/Thrills.
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertarmeni
_Computers Etc _Travel
Wanted*
_Tutang
__Employment
_Word Processing
___Opportundes
_Scholarships

SSeclal student rates available for these classilications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads ins offered fres, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ACROSS

1 Leafy vegetable
SquanderBaby
bug y
Unit
14 0iect of
devotiond
15 Walked in the

150

16
17
19
20
21
23

Ramble around
Peaceful
Sword
Type of cracker
Flan

spends lazily
26 Dock dweller
27 Orie.singer
songs
10 Bone taken
from Adam
12 SomelsOlympir
medals
36 Better late
never
17 Seven veil
dancer
11 tong fish
4401 GSeunesse, organ
Right of Noah s boat
Glacier
Upgrade
Device ins Co
player
48 " of a
49 Yummy
42
43
44
45
46

552 Drip dry
fabric
54 Atlanta football
team
gernus
58
62 Chocolate
kieout for
61 creed
a part
66 Malt beverage
6687 W_Itncutin
d %tribute
61 Benefit

PREVI1US PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM MOM
MOM
MMODU MOW OW
UMMUO =DUO MOO
MOM UMMOO
MOM
MOMOMM
WOUUMM OWOOM
MOO
MOM
MOO
OMMM
000
MOW
MODM MOWUM UMW
MOW UOMOMM
MOMOMM
WIDOW
OMMOM MOO@
MOO WOW UMW
MMO OMMOO OMMOM
MOW
MMO MOM
70 Adolescents
71 Ugly Duckling.
really

DOWN

1 Metre; weight
unit
"An apple
Moos
Joy
try
Give it a
Come to the

2
3
4
5
6

IfISr Inn

7 Take to the
slopes
8 Look after
9 Garden tool
10 Coniurers
word
11 Lariat
12 Declare
13 Run into
18 River bottoms
22 Wiser
24 Rubs out
25 Earths crest
element
27 Move furtively
28 Arens,.
Maur( en

29
31
33
34
35
37
38
41
45
47
49
51
5:1
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
64
tS

Escapades
Plant science
Clark’s partner
Passed out
the cards
Craftily
Incite to attack
Housekeeper’s
fool
Olive green
songbird
Horse-drawn
cabs
Extra song
Writer
Morrison
Pass into law
Stringed
instruments
Watch chains
Territory
Onion’s
relative
Positive
Once more
Greek cheese
Paradise
Fawn’s
mother
I otir r

MIME MMIMM MEM
=MEM UM

mom
mummilimmm
=MEM=
=MUM

=Mild MMM
MUM= MEM =MIMI
MEMIIMM
ME MEM=
MEM IIMMEMM MEM
MUNN MOM MEM=
MEM IMMIIM
MMMMMM
ONIMEMIIM
OMMMEMEMEM
MN= MUM dUUU
MIMI MIME MIME
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For whom the bell tolls?

P11010 BY DAMEN PHILLIPS - SPAI(1.0. DAM I’

The Scheller House, also known as Building DD, stands chained up
and largely ignored. Renovation plans, however, may soon free the
historic structure and reassert its presence in the campus community.

to,
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As usual for the first week of school, students wait in the infamous "cashiering line" outside Wahlquist South on Wednesday.
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Have you Validated your SJSU
(pink) Enrollment Transit Card??
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Every current and new student must have a validated
Enrollment Transit Card to receive services, benefits and
access to programs sponsored by Associated Students, or
provided by the University.
You must have paid your enrollReturning Students:
ment fees to receive your validating
decal.
Your fees must be paid and your
New Students:
student I.D. photo taken at
Admissions and Records to receive
your Enrollment Transit Card and
the validating decal.
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Please make sure Admissions and Records
has your current address.
Your Validated Enrollment Transit Card Provides:
The AS. Transit Access Program’
allows you to ride all busses and light rail in Santa
Clara County 365 days a year by flashing your card
to the driver

The AS. Business Office (in the Student Union)

gives you Legal Counseling, Check Cashing.
Campus Recreation sign-ups, as well as selling
Student Insurance, Money Orders, Faxes and other
student onenteri services.

11111%l

SpartAerobics, Campus Recreation and
Adventures

University Senrices
access to Student Union Event Center,
Library,
Admissions
and
Records,
Computer labs and more

ITor Information on how to use the Transit Access Program andIrtain a Personalized Trip PM
Call ALTRANS at 924 -RIDE or fill out this form and take it to the Business Office (in Student
Union).

Address__

Name

Home Number(
Ille

The AS. Campus Recreation Program
1)0)vides you free or low cost Intramural.

)

City

Zip Code

Nearest Major Cross Streets

,11111111%

Sponsored by the Associated Students Transit Access Program
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